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Abstract Plagiarism is a serious form of scientific mis-

conduct. Literal meaning of the Latin word ‘‘to Plagiare’’

is ‘‘to steal or to kidnap’’. The act of taking the writings of

another person and passing them off as one’s own is pla-

giarism. It implies intellectual theft in the world of medical

writing. The ‘‘copy and paste’’ culture is becoming rampant

all over the world after the advent of electronic publica-

tions, and Indian medical literature is no exception. This

editorial will enlighten aspiring authors and readers about

various forms of plagiarism and reasons for engaging in

plagiarism. More so, it will also elaborate on how to pre-

vent and cure this plague. Possible consequences that

authors may face on detection of the plagiarism are also

discussed. I am concluding my editorial series on medical

writing with this last editorial of the year. I sincerely hope

that these editorials helped authors and readers and this
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journal continues to receive high-quality papers written

with the greatest honesty and integrity.

Keywords Plagiarism � Scientific misconduct � Ethics �
Scientific research

Introduction

‘‘Great Men May Think Alike! But They Don’t

Write Alike’’

Plagiarism is one of the most serious forms of misconduct

as it implicates intellectual theft. After the electronic media

has completely taken over journal publications, the litera-

ture is more easily available, accessible and most impor-

tantly, easily reproducible. The world of medical writing is

infested with this bug plagiarism! This plague of plagia-

rism is spreading fast, and we need to look at preventing its

spread and curing it before the scientific community

becomes victim of this epidemic.

Before entering into the complex phenomenon of pla-

giarism, please understand the various principles of integ-

rity. Three commonly used terms, Ethics, Guidelines and

Law, are often confused and many a times used inter-

changeably. For clarity on this, readers may refer to our

editorial published in previous issue of this series on

medical writing [1].

This editorial will focus on various forms of plagiarism,

discuss actions taken if plagiarism is detected and will

address how to avoid it.

What is Plagiarism? [2, 3]

The various terminologies used in this context have been

summarized well by Kumar et al. The term is derived from

‘‘plagiare’’ (Latin word for ‘‘to steal/kidnap’’). ‘‘Plagiar-

ius’’ usually refers to a kidnapper. The Oxford dictionary

defines plagiarism as ‘‘the action or practice of taking

someone else’s work, idea, etc., and passing it off as one’s

own; literary theft’’. The Encyclopedia Britannica defines

plagiarism as ‘‘the act of taking the writings of another

person and passing them off as one’s own’’.

In the medical scientific community, World Association

of Medical Editors (WAME) and Committee of Publication

Ethics (COPE) have provided similar definitions.

WAME defines plagiarism as ‘‘the use of others’ pub-

lished and unpublished ideas or words (or other intellectual

property) without attribution or permission and presenting

them as new and original rather than derived from an

existing source’’.

The matter of scientific plagiarism has been dealt with

extensively by COPE. The definition given by COPE is

‘‘Plagiarism ranges from the unreferenced use of others’

published and unpublished ideas including research grant

applications to submission under new authorship of a

complex paper, sometimes in a different language. It may

occur at any stage of planning, research, writing or publi-

cation; it applies to print and electronic versions’’.

What can be Plagiarized?

In reality, anything can be plagiarized. It may be ideas,

concepts, hypothesis, title, text, materials and methods,

entire clinical data set, discussions, charts, tables, fig-

ures and videos, etc.

Various Forms of Text and Image Plagiarism:
[4, 5]

• Verbatim/mosaic: Using the same words/phrases/sen-

tences, exactly as it has appeared elsewhere without

using a quotation.

• Paraphrasing: Using vast content from elsewhere by

just changing the language.

• Cyber plagiarism: Copying content from the Internet.

• Image plagiarism: Using image(s) published elsewhere

as their own original. It is not enough if original source

is cited in the references, the source must be cited

immediately below the image and must write repro-

duced with permission after obtaining due permission.

What is Self-Plagiarism?

While the above have dealt with using others’ work as

original, a unique form of plagiarism is ‘‘Self-plagiarism’’

[6, 7].

These include

• Duplication

• Augmentation

• Segmentation

• Text recycling

Duplication refers to the use of the same content with

different titles and/or in different journals. It is some-

times referred to as misconduct. Duplicate publication

can also refer to the practice of publishing the same

information a second time without acknowledging the

first publication.
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Why Does Duplication Matter?

In simple terms, one patient’s details should be counted

only once. It is like a census. Hence, duplication is dis-

honesty and breaches copyright rules. Not only does it

waste time and resources of honest publication efforts,

preventing other authentic papers from appearing, but it

can also distort findings of systematic reviews and meta-

analyses. Eventually, it can distort research records, and

result is erroneous conclusions and endanger public health.

Some glaring instances have been reported in Indian

medical literature [8].

Segmentation: ‘‘Salami Slicing’’ [9]

Salami publication (sometimes called bologna or trivial

publication or academic polygamy) is ‘‘the practice of

dividing one significant piece of research into a number of

small experiments (least publishable units)’’. This method

is used by researchers to simply increase the number of

publications. It falsely increases the number of studies that

appear to support it, whereas in reality there is only one

study. The act of slicing one understandable and appre-

ciable set into multiple uninterpretable chunks only wastes

valuable time and resources. As an exception, the same set

of data may be used in different places, in different pro-

portions, if there is a difference in message to different

readership. However, if the degree of overlap is large, it is

unacceptable. To summarize, ‘‘One study one article’’ is

correct. ‘‘One study multiple articles’’ is to be condemned.

Augmentation: Authors’ own study published previously

is expanded with more data and published second time. It is

to be noted that data, once published, should not be re-

published. It may merely be referenced.

Text recycling: Repeating whole or a part of the article

published again without following due procedure.

What is Irresponsible Authorship?

‘‘Irresponsible Authorship’’ can be of various types

[10–13]. Ghost authorship, guest authorship, omitting

authorships, changing order of authorship which does not

comply with prior mutual agreement between authors, not

giving due credit to the degree of contribution of author/s

amount to authorship plagiarism. The details of various

types of authorship plagiarism are described in our previ-

ous editorial [1].

• Self-citations are nothing but strategic placement of

self-citations to inflate bibliometric indicators. Though

not entirely wrong, it is sometimes frowned upon.

• ‘‘Genie Article’’ An interesting form of scientific

misconduct is colloquially called the ‘‘Genie Article’’

phenomenon or also sometimes the ‘‘Banyan Tree’’

approach. Just like a genie can magically bring

something from thin air to reality, and just like there

are stories about great minds achieving salvation and

ethereal knowledge sitting under a banyan tree, there

have been instances of facts, figures, numbers and

statistics made to appear from nothing. A scientific

paper about patients, who never existed, is a grave form

of misconduct, and it is worse than plagiarism of any

sort.

The tenets of ethical authorship and practices are bound

to gradually change, and there is a need for constant

improvement.

Some Other Forms of Plagiarism

Citation plagiarism ‘‘Citation amnesia’’, ‘‘the disregard

syndrome’’ and ‘‘bibliographic negligence’’ are syn-

onyms. It can be defined as wilful or negligent failure to

appropriately credit other prior discoverers, so as to give

an improper impression of priority. In other words, it is

writing an article, disregarding some other important

prior information available easily and widely in medical

literature [14].

Misappropriation of data: It is literally stealing the work

and results of others and publishing as authors’ own.

Suppression: It is nothing but the refusal to publish

important yet significant findings since the results are

contrary to the interests of the potential author or his/her

sponsor(s).

Grading Severity of Plagiarism

Extent, originality, position/context/type of material, ref-

erencing attribution and intention are the five different

attributes considered by COPE, while grading severity of

plagiarism.

With respect to ‘‘Extent’’ of plagiarism, the possibilities

are that varying amounts of content may be taken from the

article which is being plagiarized from. In worsening

grades of severity, the amount may be,

• A few words

• A few sentences

• Whole paragraph

• Several paragraphs

• Whole paper
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Conceptual stealing, with respect to the ‘‘originality’’, in

increasing order of severity is as follows: The idea which is

plagiarized may be

• A widely used phrase/idea, mentioned by many authors

in multiple instances in medical literature: this would

constitute a lesser level of severity.

• A phrase/idea used by a small number of authors

• An original phrase/idea, which has been used by only a

single author, and is unique in medical literature: this

would constitute the highest level of severity.

While referencing the source also, authors have to fol-

low some rules. If they are flaunted, it results in misconduct

of plagiarism type. The grade of misconduct in increasing

order of severity is as follows:

• Source fully and clearly referenced, but large portion of

text is copied verbatim.

• Source partially or inaccurately referenced

• Unreferenced matter is the severe most form. Concepts,

methods or discussion points are copied but totally

ignored to cite the source.

There may be cases where there was intention to

deceive, and others where there was no intention to

deceive. Most importantly and controversially, the plagia-

rism is considered ‘‘misconduct’’ irrespective of whether it

is intentional or unintentional. It is also considered mis-

conduct whether the plagiarized article is published or

unpublished. Mere intention of submitting plagiarized

article for publishing is also considered misconduct.

Using some others’ work with wrong paraphrasing or

improper citation and copying out of ignorance refers to

unintentional plagiarism. However, both are considered

academic dishonesty [15]. However, authors proven to

have done unintentional plagiarism may not face serious

actions.

Major and Minor Plagiarism

Considering that varied possibilities exist, COPE, under the

guidance of Elizabeth Wager, in 2011 has come up with

suggestions as to what should constitute major plagiarism

and minor plagiarism.

Plagiarism is considered to be ‘‘major’’ under the fol-

lowing circumstances.

• Any case involving unattributed copying of another

person’s data/findings, or resubmission of an entire

publication under another author’s name (either in the

original language or in translation),

• Verbatim copying of more than 100 words of the

original material without any citation to the source

material,

• Unattributed use of original, published academic work,

such as the scientific argument, structure or idea/

hypothesis of another group of author(s).

It can be considered as minor if there is,

• Verbatim copying of less than 100 words without

quotation from an original work (immaterial of citation

of the source), unless the text is universally accepted or

has been standardized (e.g. it may be the description of

a standard technique)

• Close copying (not quite verbatim, but changed only

slightly from the original) of significant sections

(e.g.[ 100 words) from another work (whether or

not that work is cited)

How to Avoid Plagiarism?

Having understood the facts about plagiarism, it is neces-

sary for every medical researcher to employ conscious

efforts to ensure that this does not creep into any scientific

work of theirs. Some user-friendly guidelines are presented

here.

1. Concept: Develop an original hypothesis. Come up

with original ideas and honest concepts, rather than

replicating/ imitating what has been done prior or

elsewhere.

2. Study design: Perform research which is well justified,

well planned and appropriately designed. Taking

informed consents from participants is the backbone

of the study. Define contributions of each co-author,

from the very beginning of the study.

3. Approval by Institutional Ethical committee: It is

advisable to keep a copy of institutional ethics

committee approval for a reasonable time frame, even

after completion of the study.

4. Diligent literature search: Studying what available

literature has to offer on the subject thoroughly is a

must. The researcher must assimilate available knowl-

edge, understand the needs of the study and organize

thoughts appropriately.

5. Start writing the manuscript: After completion of

conducting search and research, start writing in your

own words, without looking into any other sources.

The adage goes

‘‘Read the article, close the article, keep it away

Close your eyes, open your eyes and then write away’’

If there is any issue with language skills, take help of
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senior author or a guide, or a translator or a native

speaker.

6. Divide the write-up under standard section headings:

The two areas where there is a large tendency and

temptation to ‘‘copy and paste’’ are the introduction

and discussion sub-headings. If another original work

has to be attributed, paraphrase the original work, in

your own words. DO NOT COPY-PASTE!!!

7. Recommendations if there is a need to copy paste

verbatim

• For short quotes, use quotation marks in the

sentence.

• For longer quotes, indent the entire passage

• For vast quotations, obtain permission from the

publisher of the original work

• Attribute references to all of the above

• Describe all sources of information

• Remember to give acknowledgments

• Provide footnotes

8. Recommendation if there is a need to copy paste from

a previously published article, which you have

authored

Even for your own article published previously, it is

prudent to obtain permission from the publisher.

9. Recommendation if you would like to use figures/

tables/illustrations

• Permission has to be sought for the usage of

drawings or other illustrations which have been

published prior

• For tables, charts, diagrams etc., citing the source

directly is acceptable. Citing the reference some-

where in the text does not suffice.

• Permission should be sought to copy tables,

figures, etc.

10. Duplication: Avoid writing several articles of the

same type and submitting to different journals at the

same time.

11. Run your final document through a plagiarism check

software Immaterial of the level of diligence dis-

played, minor amounts of inadvertent unaccept-

able similarities may creep in. Running a plagiarism

check using any available software should be

included in the checklist of things to do prior to

submitting any article to any journal.

12. Prevention of segmentation: Previous publications

must be cited in the next similar publication. If there

is a need to present a fragmented data from a complex

study, enclose other papers (published or unpub-

lished) that might be part of the paper under

consideration. Never present your old paper with

added data as new paper.

13. Copyright Law: Some instances can constitute copy-

right infringement. Hence, authors are strongly

encouraged to become familiar with basic elements

of copyright law.

Readers and authors can refer to detailed elaborate

guidelines on how to avoid plagiarism published by office

of research integrity [16].

Why does Plagiarism Occur?

Like any medical phenomenon, it is multifactorial [17, 18].

The factors related to writing of the article itself could

be,

• Easy accessibility of information in electronic media

‘‘The Copy–Paste Culture’’

• Lack of awareness that plagiarism tools exist and

editors can detect copy pasting

• Authors may get overconfident after successful

attempts of others/their own, and may think ‘‘Who

checks’’

• Poor language skills

• Lack of knowledge on the ethics of scholarly writing

• Lack of moral integrity

If the efforts, time and competence to perform good-

quality research are lacking, why publish at all? Again, this

is because of multiple factors such as:

• There is a pressure to publish to remain relevant in

scientific circles.

• The enhancement of career prospects due to the

presence of publications.

• Ambition to excel in the scientific community and the

presence of fierce competition

• Pressure from seniors

• The oft-quoted ‘‘Publish OR perish’’ system [19]

These factors lead authors to take shortcuts towards

completing a paper, under any circumstance. If authors

follow unethical practises, for the fear of publish OR perish

system, they must be warned that such unethical practises

may subject them to ‘‘Publish AND Perish’’ outcome! This

is because authors engaging into repeated acts of plagia-

rism of serious nature may be subjected to disciplinary

action by appropriate authorities.

In this context, there are many plagiarism detection

softwares available [20], and there is an ever-increasing

list. For example, in the ‘‘iThenticate’’ software, files are

compared with 37 million (and always getting updated)

other already published research articles, which have been
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published under the auspices of hundreds of global scien-

tific, technical and medical publishers including PubMed.

It is important for the authors to know that editors use their

own judgement regarding acceptability of articles for fur-

ther view. The numerical results generated by plagiarism

detection softwares are only an adjunct [21].

Authors could consider processing their own papers

through these softwares before an actual journal submis-

sion. Either way, the editors are sure to do so. However, it

must be categorically understood by all authors that the

best way of preventing plagiarism is not by software

checks or using techniques to fool the softwares, but by

writing in an original style primarily.

Plagiarism Detected: What Next?

Despite all efforts to prevent plagiarism, if an article which

has plagiarism actually gets published, reparative efforts

need to be taken.

The journal may decide to publish errata, apology letter

or a public notice of retraction of the published article.

Apart from these, penalty may be levied on the authors

based on the severity of the plagiarism [21, 22].

This can include

• Formal disciplinary action

• Author can be blacklisted for specific period

• Recommendation to medical council regarding sus-

pending authors on grounds of unethical practices

• Criminal charges (suspension and prosecution of

authors).

What actions can editors take when plagiarism is

detected before accepting/publishing the articles?

• Articles can be simply rejected giving reasons

• Inform the original author and he may take necessary

action

• Information to Ombudsman of medical writing, so that

a wider variety of scientific professionals are aware

about the details of authors making such submissions.

• If it is of serious nature, occasionally even criminal

proceeding may be undertaken.

A group of like-minded editors put together the Com-

mittee on Publication Ethics (COPE), which is now an

association of more than 6000 editors of medical journals

of various specialties. They meet on a regular basis to

discuss cases relating to publication issues, and publish

their findings. Codes of practices of editors, agreed upon by

most of the editors, are now made available. Consensus

definitions on best practices in scientific publishing and on

how to address breaches of the tenets of research and

publications ethics are suggested. It is useful for the full

range of medical researchers ranging from readers and

authors, to editors, owners and publishers of journals.

Readers are referred to www.publicationethics.org.uk for

further information.

The adage ‘‘Prevention is better than cure’’ is apt in the

context of plagiarism. There are definite benefits of

avoiding plagiarism as an author.

• The author will earn immense respect amongst peers

• Each author’s genuine work will contribute to the

scientific progress in the field

• The author will prevent the scientific community from

becoming victims of untruthful evidence

As obstetricians-gynaecologists, all of us are focused

towards achieving the final goal of excellence in women’s

health. At an individual level, each researcher must pledge

that he/she will not indulge in plagiarism and will show

zero tolerance towards the plague of plagiarism.

To conclude, good ethical research practices as men-

tioned above will constitute a definite step towards scien-

tific evolution which will help us go in improving quality

of health of women and the community at large.

Let us all join hands and take a pledge to fight against

plagiarism.
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